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ABSTRACT: 
 The last 50% of the sixth century A.D. structures a 
significant milestone in the political and social history of South 
India. It denotes the ascent to intensity of three extraordinary 
traditions, viz. the Chalukyas with their capital at Badami, the 
Pallavas at Kanchi and the Pandyas at Madurai.1 This time of 
five centuries is an account of contentions among the three 
forces for the augmentation of their persuasions and domains. 
Such clashes, be that as it may, were no impediment to the 
development of craftsmanship, religion and culture in these 
zones. The versatile strict recovery checked the development of 
Jainism and Buddhism and brought about a volume of soul 
mixing reverential writing and progressed philosophical hypothesis. Truth be told, the battling parties 
appear to have competed with each other in their design and aesthetic manifestations and distinct and 
solidified styles of engineering and figure in their particular regions. The Pallavas rose as another political 
power obscure to Sangam legislative issues and assumed a significant job throughout the entire existence 
of South India for over five centuries. They were not unstuck from almost Imperial situation till the 
developing Imperial intensity of the Cholas who decimated their capacity strategically. 2 There are six 
significant hypotheses in regards to the inception and country of the Pallavas. Lewis Rice held the view 
that the Pallavas were the relatives of the Pahlavas, a gathering among the Persians. He cites the Further 
which makes reference to the Pallavas, and the Yavanas at the same moment and he likewise depends for 
his hypothesis on verbal Similarity. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Throughout the entire existence 
of South Indian engineering and 
iconography, the early Chalukyas 
of Badami stick out, by their 
spearheading endeavors in 
supporting fiery strict structure 
action. They established countless 
stone cut and basic sanctuaries,  

 dispersed, over Karnataka and 
Andhra Pradesh. In Karnataka 
the landmarks of the early 
Chalukyans are found at 
Aihole, Badami, Pattadakal and 
Mahakuta. Aside from these 
focuses, we discover their 
landmarks at Siddhanakolla, 
Sulebhavi, Jalihal,  

Benakanavari, Bachingudda, 
Subbalahunasi, Kelur, 
Naganathanakolla and Hungund 
in Bijapur region, Kumarasvami 
slope close Sandur in the Bellary 
locale, Ittagi in Raichur region 
and Banavasi in the Uttara 
Kannada region. In Andhra they 
are moved in what was then the  
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Chalukya Vishaya including the present Karaul and Mahboonagar areas. The noticeable sanctuary 
locales are, Alampur, Papanasanam, Satyavolu, Kudaveli Sangama, Mahanandi, Panyam, Tondrapadu 
and Kadamara Kalava 
 
BADAMI 
 The Pandyas, who were in charge of Madurai and Tirunelveli locale of Tamil Nadu, joined this 
contention as a poor third.  
 Albeit both the Pallavas and the Chalukyas supported Brahmanism, performed Vedic forfeits, 
and made awards to the brahmanas, the two fought with one another over loot, glory, and regional 
assets. Both attempted to set up matchless quality over the land lying between the Krishna and the 
Tungabhadra. This doab was again the bone of dispute in late medieval occasions between the 
Vijayanagar and the Bahmani kingdoms. 
 Time and once more, the Pallava sovereigns attempted to cross the Tungabhadra, which shaped 
the common notable limit between numerous a realm of the Deccan and the profound south. The battle 
proceeded over a significant stretch with fluctuating fortunes. The primary significant occasion right 
now occurred during the rule of Pulakeshin II (promotion 609-42), the most popular Chalukya lord. He 
is known to us from the tribute composed on him by the court writer Ravikirti in the Aihole engraving. 
This engraving is a case of the beautiful greatness accomplished in Sanskrit, and in spite of its 
embellishment is a significant hotspot for the life of Pulakeshin.  
 He enslaved the Kadamba capital at Banavasi and constrained the Gangas of Mysore to 
recognize his suzerainty. He additionally vanquished Harsha's military on the Narmada and checked his 
development towards the Deccan. In his contention with the Pallavas, he nearly arrived at the Pallava 
capital, however the Pallavas bought harmony by surrendering their northern areas to Pulakeshin 
 
TEMPLES: 
 Other than the exhibition of Vedic penances, the love of Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiva, particularly 
of the last two, was getting mainstream. From the seventh century onwards, the Alvar holy people, who 
were incredible aficionados of Vishnu, advanced the love of this god. The Nayanars rendered a 
comparable support of the clique of Shiva. From the seventh century onwards, the clique of bhakti 
started to command the strict existence of south Indians, and the Alvars and Nayanars had an 
extraordinary impact in engendering it.  

 
 The Pallava rulers built various stone sanctuaries in the seventh abd eighth hundreds of years 
for lodging these divine beings. The most acclaimed of them are the seven ratha sanctuaries at 
Mahabalipuram, a good ways off of 65 km from Chennai. These were worked in the seventh century by 
Narasimhavarman, who established the port city of Mahabalipuram or Mamallapuram.  
 The work was proceeded in the adjoining towns of Badami and Pattadakal. Pattadakal has ten 
sanctuaries worked in the seventh and eighth hundreds of years, the most celebrated of which are the 
Papanatha icmple (c. Promotion 680) and the Virupaksha sanctuary (c. AD740). The first of llie.se, albeit 
30 m long, has a low and hindered tower in the northern style; the second was built in simply southern 
style. The last is around 40 m long and has an exceptionally high square and storeyed pinnacle 
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(shikbara). The sanctuary dividers are embellished with wonderful bits of model, speaking to scenes 
from the Ramayana.  
 We have no away from of how these early sanctuaries were kept up. Change the eighth century, 
land awards to sanctuaries turned into a typical practice in south India, and as a rule they were 
recorded on the dividers of the sanctuaries. Most sanctuaries were overseen by the brahmanas.  
 By early medieval occasions, such sanctuaries went to claim three-fifths of the arable land, and 
became focuses of strict ceremonies and station based belief system in south India. In any case, the 
prior sanctuaries appear to have been built and kept up out of the charges legitimately gathered by the 
ruler from the average citizens. 
 
POLITICAL HISTORY: 
 Among the later gathering of Pallava rulers, Simha Vishnu's (575-600 A.D.) profession was long 
and significant. He battled against the Cholas, the Pandyas and their partners. He shut down the 
Kalabhra interregnum in Tondaimandalam (Kanchi locale) and expanded his realm southward upto the 
Kaveri delta.  
 He was otherwise called Avanisimha. A sculptural portrayal of this war-like ruler, went to by his 
two sovereigns is found in bas-help in the northern specialty of a cavern sanctuary, known as the 
Adivaraha Mandapa atMahabalipuram.  
 His child and successor, Mahendravarman II (600-630 A.D.) was the msot exceptional of the 
Pallavas ruler. A passionate Jaina in his previous life, he was later convinced by one Appar, a Saiva holy 
person, to love Siva.  
 He was contemporary of Harshavardhana and was additionally a drama¬tist, performer and 
artist of same standing. He was the creator of a play, Mattaritasa-Prahasana (The Delight of the 
Drunkards) and was likewise connected with the supposed 'melodic engraving' at Pudukkottai.  
 His different birudas, for example, Mattavilasas, Gunabhara, Vichitra – chitta, Lattankura and so 
forth, appear to insinuate those achievements. He presented the cavern style of design. 
Mahendravarman-I endured serious thrashings because of Chalukya Pulakesin – II. The region of Vengi 
was lost to Pulakesin who sent his sibling, Vishnuvardhana, there to begin the line of the Eastern 
Chalukyas of Vengi. 
 Narasimhavarman I, surnamed Mahamalla (630-660 A.D.), the child and successor of 
Mahendravarma I is considered the best of the Pallava rulers. He is credited with repulsing the second 
intrusion of Pulakesin II, killing him and catching the Chalukyan capital Vatapi and won along these 
lines the title of Vatapikonda (vanquisher of Vatapi).  
 It was conceivably in his battle with Pulakesin II that he got help from the Simhalese Prince 
Mana-Vamma whom he a short time later helped with verifying the crown of Ceylon. Hiuen Tsang 
visited Kanchi about the year 642 A.D. during the rule of Narasimhavarman I. 
 He was a passionate admirer of craftsmanship and sanctified cavern sanctuaries at better 
places, for example, Trichinopoly and Pudukkotai. His name is, be that as it may, most popular 
regarding the alleged Rathas of Mahabaiipuram. The first name of the spot, Mahamallapura remembers 
its illustrious organizer, Mahamalla, i.e., Narasimhavarman I.  
 Mahendravarman II (668-670 A. D.) governed for an exceptionally brief period, since he was 
slaughtered by Vikramaditya I the Chalukya ruler. The Pallava power started to diminish during the 
rule of Narasimhavarman's grand¬son Parameshwaravarman I (670-680 A.D.) 
 
CHALUKYAS OF BADAMI:- 
 In the sixth century, with the decrease of the Gupta administration and their quick successors in 
northern India, significant changes started to occur in the zone south of the Vindyas – the Deccan and 
Tamilaham. The period of little realms had offered approach to huge domains right now. The Chalukya 
administration was set up by Pulakeshin I in 543. Pulakeshin I took Vatapi (current Badami in Bagalkot 
region, Karnataka) under his influence and made it his capital. Pulakeshin I and his relatives are alluded 
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to as "Chalukyas of Badami". They decided over a realm that involved the whole territory of Karnataka 
and the greater part of Andhra Pradesh in the Deccan.  
 Pulakeshin II, whose precoronation name was Ereya, directed power over the whole Deccan and 
is maybe the most notable ruler of the Badami line. He is viewed as one of the eminent rulers in Indian 
history. His sovereigns were princess from the Alupa Dynasty of South Canara and the Western Ganga 
Dynasty of Talakad, families with whom the Chalukyas kept up close family and conjugal connections. 
Pulakeshin II stretched out the Chalukya Empire up toward the northern degrees of the Pallava realm 
and ended the southward walk of Harsha by vanquishing him on the banks of the waterway Narmada. 
He at that point vanquished the Vishnukundins in the southeastern Deccan. Pallava Narasimhavarman 
anyway turned around this triumph in 642 by assaulting and involving Badami incidentally. It is 
assumed Pulakeshin II, "the incredible legend", kicked the bucket battling.  
 The Badami Chalukya line went into a short decay following the passing of Pulakeshin II 
because of inner quarrels when Badami was involved by the Pallavas for a time of thirteen years. It 
recuperated during the rule of Vikramaditya I, who prevailing with regards to pushing the Pallavas out 
of Badami and reestablishing request to the domain. Vikramaditya I took the title "Rajamalla" (lit 
"Sovereign of the Mallas" or Pallavas).[64] The thirty-multi year rule of Vijayaditya (696–733) was a 
prosperous one and is known for productive sanctuary building action.  
 The domain was its pinnacle again during the standard of the celebrated Vikramaditya II (733–
744) who is known not just for his rehashed attacks of the region of Tondaimandalam and his 
consequent triumphs over Pallava Nandivarman II, yet additionally for his kindheartedness towards the 
individuals and the landmarks of Kanchipuram, the Pallava capital. He in this manner retaliated for the 
prior mortification of the Chalukyas by the Pallavas and engraved a Kannada engraving on the triumph 
column at the Kailasanatha Temple. During his rule Arab interlopers of the Umayyad Caliphate attacked 
southern Gujarat which was under Chalukya rule however the Arabs were vanquished and driven out 
by Pulakesi, a Chalukya legislative leader of Navsari. He later overran the other customary realms of 
Tamil nation, the Pandyas, the Cholas and the Cheras notwithstanding stifling a Kalabhra ruler. The last 
Chalukya lord, Kirtivarman II, was toppled by the Rashtrakuta King Dantidurga in 753. At their 
pinnacle, the Chalukyas administered an immense realm extending from the Kaveri in the south to the 
Narmada in the north. 
 
ARCHITECTURE 
 The Badami Chalukya time was a significant period in the improvement of South Indian design. 
Their style of engineering is designated "Chalukyan engineering" or "Karnata Dravida engineering". 
About a hundred landmarks worked by them, rock cut (cavern) and basic, are found in the Malaprabha 
waterway bowl in present day Bagalkot region of northern Karnataka. The structure material they 
utilized was a rosy brilliant Sandstone found locally. In spite of the fact that they administered an 
immense domain, the Chalukyan workshops focused the greater part of their sanctuary building action 
in a generally little territory inside the Chalukyan heartland – Aihole, Badami, Pattadakal and Mahakuta 
in present day Karnataka state. 
 
POLITICAL HISTORY OF THE CHALUKYAS OF BADAMI 
 Jayasimha was the first Chalukyan lord. His dad's name was Ranaraga. From the Kauthem 
engraving we come to realize that Jayasimha vanquished Indra, the child of Krishna and along these 
lines restored the Chalukya tradition. Be that as it may, we don't discover this reference in the Aihole 
engraving, consequently, this can't be completely accepted.  
 
SOURCES OF HISTORY 
 Engravings establish the fundamental wellspring of data about the Badami Chalukya history. 
Significant among them, the Badami cavern engravings (578) of Mangalesa, Kappe Arabhatta record of 
700, Peddavaduguru engraving of Pulakesi II, the Kanchi Kailasanatha engraving and Pattadakal 
Virupaksha Temple engravings of Vikramaditya II all in Kannada give more proof of the Chalukya 
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language.[24][25] The most punctual engraving of the Badami precipice dated 543 of Pulakesi I, the 
Mahakuta Pillar engraving (595) of Mangalesa and the Aihole engraving dated 634 of Pulakesi II speak 
to instances of Sanskrit engravings written in old Kannada script.[26][27][28] The rule of the Chalukyas 
considered the to be of Kannada as the prevalent language of engravings alongside Sanskrit, in regions 
of the Indian landmass outside, known as Tamilaham (Tamil country).[29] Several coins of the early 
Chalukyas with Kannada legends have been found showing utilization of Kannada at the most 
noteworthy regulatory levels.[30] Inscriptions of the Chalukyas have been deciphered and recorded by 
antiquarians of the Archeological Survey of India.  
 The Chalukya administration was an Indian imperial tradition that administered huge pieces of 
southern and focal India between the sixth and the twelfth hundreds of years. During this period, they 
managed as three related at this point singular administrations. The most punctual administration, 
known as the "Badami Chalukyas", governed from Vatapi (current Badami) from the center of the sixth 
century. The Badami Chalukyas started to state their freedom at the decrease of the Kadamba realm of 
Banavasi and quickly rose to noticeable quality during the rule of Pulakeshin II. After the demise of 
Pulakeshin II, the Eastern Chalukyas turned into a free realm in the eastern Deccan. They managed from 
Vengi until about the eleventh century. In the western Deccan, the ascent of the Rashtrakutas in the 
eighth century obscured the Chalukyas of Badami before being restored by their relatives, the Western 
Chalukyas, in the late tenth century. These Western Chalukyas governed from Kalyani (present day 
Basavakalyan) until the finish of the twelfth century.  
 The standard of the Chalukyas marks a significant achievement throughout the entire existence 
of South India and a brilliant age throughout the entire existence of Karnataka. The political climate in 
South India moved from littler realms to enormous domains with the command of Badami Chalukyas. A 
Southern India-based realm took control and united the whole district between the Kaveri and the 
Narmada waterways. The ascent of this domain saw the introduction of effective organization, abroad 
exchange and business and the advancement of new style of design called "Chalukyan engineering". 
Kannada writing, which had delighted in illustrious help in the ninth century Rashtrakuta court 
discovered excited support from the Western Chalukyas in the Jain and Veerashaiva customs. The 
eleventh century saw the introduction of Telugu writing under the support of the Eastern Chalukyas. 
 A hypothesis that they were relatives of a second century chieftain called Kandachaliki 
Remmanaka, a feudatory of the Andhra Ikshvaku (from an Ikshvaku engraving of the second century) 
was advanced. This as per Kamath has neglected to clarify the distinction in genealogy. The 
Kandachaliki feudatory call themselves Vashisthiputras of the Hiranyakagotra. The Chalukyas, 
notwithstanding, address themselves as Harithiputras of Manavyasagotra in their engravings, which is a 
similar ancestry as their initial overlords, the Kadambas of Banavasi. This makes them relatives of the 
Kadambas. The Chalukyas assumed responsibility for the region some time ago administered by the 
Kadambas.  
 A later record of Eastern Chalukyas makes reference to the northern cause hypothesis and cases 
one leader of Ayodhya came south, crushed the Pallavas and wedded a Pallava princess. She had a kid 
called Vijayaditya who is professed to be the Pulakeshin I's dad. Nonetheless, as indicated by the 
students of history K. V. Ramesh, Chopra and Sastri, there are Badami Chalukya engravings that affirm 
Jayasimha was Pulakeshin I's granddad and Ranaranga, his dad. Kamath and Moraes guarantee it was a 
well known practice in the eleventh century to interface South Indian regal family heredity to a 
Northern realm. The Badami Chalukya records themselves are quiet with respect to the Ayodhya 
source.  
 The epigraphist K. V. Ramesh has proposed that a previous southern movement is a particular 
chance which needs assessment. As indicated by him, the total nonappearance of any inscriptional 
reference of their family associations with Ayodhya, and their resulting Kannadiga character may have 
been because of their prior relocation into present day Karnataka area where they made progress as 
chieftains and lords. The composition of twelfth century Kashmiri writer Bilhana recommends the 
Chalukya family had a place with the Shudra station while different sources guarantee they were 
Kshatriyas. 
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CONTRIBUTION OF THE PALLAVAS 
ART AND ARCHITECTURE: 
 The improvement of sanctuary engineering, especially Dravida style, not just set the standard in 
the South Indian landmass, yet additionally to a great extent affected the design of the Indian states in 
the Far East. The trademark Pallava or Dravidian kind of Sikhara is met with in the sanctuaries of Java, 
Cambodia and Vietnam.  
 Mahendravarman I's rule shows the impact of the cavern style of engineering. Models are the 
stone out sanctuaries at Bhairavakonda and Anantesvara sanctuary at Undavalli. Narasimhavarman I 
fabricated the Rathas of Mahabalipuram which are seven in number, every one of which is known out of 
a solitary stone In the rule of Rajasimha Narasimhavarman II the stone cut procedure was supplanted 
by the basic sanctuary of brick work and stone. The purported Shore sanctuary of Jalashayanaswami is 
worked of dressed stone of amazing workmanship. Another striking landmark of the rule of Rajasimha 
is the Kailashanatha sanctuary at Kanchipuram worked around 700 A. D. what's more, comprises of 
three separate parts, a sanctum with a pyramidal pinnacle, a mandapa and a rectangular patio 
demonstrating a progression of subsid¬iary places of worship or cells. Nandivarman II assembled the 
Vaikuntaperumal sanctuary at Kanchi and other littler sanctuaries, for example, sanctuaries of 
Muktesvara and Matangesvara at Kanchi. The Pallavas additionally added to the improvement of figure 
in South India. The best model is the 'Plunge of the Ganga' or Arjuna's Penance at Mahabalipuram. 
 
LITERATURE AND RELIGION: 
 Sanskrit was the official language of the Pallavas and Kanchi, the Pallava capital, was an 
incredible focus of Sanskrit learning. Both Bharavi and Dandin, the creators of Kiratarjuniyam and 
Dasakumarcharitam individually, lived in the Pallava court. Dandin was likewise the creator of the 
content "Avanti Sundari Kathasara".  
 Pallavas were standard Brahmanical Hindus and their support was answerable for the 
incredible reconstruction of the medieval ages. The greater part of the Pallava lords were aficionados of 
Siva, the exemptions being Simhavishnu and Nandivarman who were admirers of Vishnu. 
 
METHODOLOGY:  
 The present investigation features the investigation of sanctuaries inside the mind boggling and 
seven sanctuaries outside the complex. A superior path for a workmanship history specialist is work in 
reverse on complex grounds, think about the present work under investigation and come to end result. 
To think about the sanctuaries of same style in Alampura and other craftsmanship communities with 
the ones at Mahakuta helps in dating the sanctuaries on complex grounds, for none of the sanctuaries at 
Mahakuta are dated. A near investigation of the comparable models and enlivening themes from other 
craftsmanship places makes it simpler to fix the overall sequence of the sanctuaries. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 In the wake of oppressing theabove-referenced regions, Pulakesin II drove his military over the 
waterway Kaveri and constrained the leaders of Chola, Kerala, and Pandya regions to acknowledge his 
cordial conciliatory matchless quality. The entire of the Deccan, in this manner, went under the 
foremost authority of the Chalukya Emperor. When Pulakesin II rose as the undisputed ace of the whole 
South, Emperor Harshavardhan was viewed as the sovereign ruler of the whole North. Having set up his 
matchless quality on northern India, Harsha turned his consideration towards the land past the 
Vindhyas.  
 With his immense armed force of the 'Five-Indies'., Harshavardhan progressed for his success of 
the South. Be that as it may, Pulakesin II was no less a ground-breaking ruler to permit the northern 
trespassers to go into his Empire. With an enormous armed force he, in this manner, confronted 
Harsha's military, and both the sides took on a wild conflict. It is assumed from the depictions of the 
Aihole Inscription that the fight between the restricting armed forces was battled somewhere close to 
the Vindhya Mountains and the waterway Narmada. 
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